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Florida Blue’s journey…

• January 2016 – Gender Transition Guidelines released

• Throughout 2017 – Pilot ‘Transgender 101’ education sessions

• 2018 to date – Formalized training delivered to over 175 managers & HR professionals, 

with very positive feedback

• Increased awareness & visibility means transgender colleagues feel more welcomed 

INTRODUCTION
Ang Pracher

If employees cannot bring their full 

selves to work, and if employees 

live in fear of being treated 

differently simply based on who 

they are, it comes at a cost to the 

company.

“
Ken Charles, VP, General Mills
Testifying before Congress on the Employment Non-Discrimination Act, 2012

“
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Florida Blue ♥’s LGBTQ01
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A brief overview of our LGBT+ efforts over the years… 

Employee Experience:

•Respect Florida Blue Community [ERG] (2007)

•Added sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender 

expression into EEO statement 

•Health benefits for children of domestic partners (2009)

•Transgender medical coverage for employees (2009)

•LGB and T self–ID options on annual employee survey

•100% on the Human Rights Campaign Corporate Equality Index 

(HRC CEI) for 10 years (2009-2018)

•Actively advocated for updated HRO in Jacksonville & Duval 

County (2015-2017)

•Gender Transition Guidelines for the workplace (2016)

•Transgender 101 education (2017)

•Gender identity and expression example included in annual 

ethics education for all employees (2017)

•Employee discussion forum on Gender Identity: “Who Am I, 

Who Are You?” (2018)

In the Community:

•Sponsorship of Jacksonville Sexual Minority Youth Network 

(JASMYN), Coming Out Breakfast, We Are Straight Allies

•Tampa Bay Business of Pride Award (2018)

•Jacksonville Rainbow Awards (2018) – Best Local Corporation 

for Equality

•National LGBT Taskforce Gala (Miami)

•Tampa Bay Lightning Pride Night

•Metropolitan Charities (St. Pete) Metro Wellness and 

Community Centers 

•UNF LGBT Resource Center & Building Bridges Event

•Northeast Florida AIDS Network – annual Pride walk

•Equality Florida 

•Equality Means Business Advisory Board 

•We Filipinos – annual Pride day

•Strengthen Orlando – OneOrlando Fund

•Out & Equal – Tampa Regional Council 

•Balance Tampa Bay annual gala support

•EMPATH Health 

•Men over 65 (Sage) (Tampa)

•Florida Competes

•Pride Festivals: River City (Jacksonville), St. Pete, Charlotte 

County, & others… 

How We Get Involved
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Employee Experience
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Do you have an 

LGBT Employee 

Resource Group?

ERGs & BRGs can be a source of new ideas & 

guidance on what matters to a community. Use 

them as a consultative resource. 

Which local 

organizations share 

your Mission & 

Values? 

Partnerships with local non-profits & universities 

help us reach even more of our employee & 

membership base – and potentially even future 

employees! 

Involve the C-suite! 

Showing your company’s support from the top 

down creates an open, honest dialog & builds 

trust in leadership. Find a champion of diversity 

within your executive office.

How can your company show its commitment to diversity?

Tips

Chairman & CEO Pat Geraghty and North Florida Market President Darnell Smith are active LGBT allies as part of the “We Are Straight Allies” program. Amy 

Ruth, Senior Vice President, Human Services Group & Chief Human Resources Officer, actively represented Florida Blue’s stance on the passage of an 

expanded Human Rights Ordinance in our flagship city, Jacksonville, FL. She recently joined the Equality Means Business advisory board, where she and 

other business leaders in Florida are working to improve the state’s reputation for equality.   



8

The LGBT Community

LGBT Overview – The Basics02

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjs_JaRi_fTAhUE2IMKHd0YAh0QjRwIBw&url=http://www.keyword-suggestions.com/bGdidCBjb21tdW5pdHkgZmxhZ3M/&psig=AFQjCNHAf610u9FPBYowZ07w14k3XbpecA&ust=1495115914683133
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Society for Human Rights

Founded by Henry Gerber in Chicago. 

First known gay rights organization

Illinois, 1961
Becomes the first state to 

decriminalize homosexuality

Christopher Street, 1970
Christopher Street Liberation Day 

becomes the first known gay pride 

parade

Minnesota, 1993

Becomes first state to extend 

protections against discrimination 

to transgender people

Lesbian, Gay, & Bisexual
Before the 1960’s there were no common 

non-derogatory words for “non-

heterosexuality”

Stonewall Inn, 1969
Police raid NYC Inn. Protests and 

demonstrations arise

“LGBT” Appears
From about 1988, activists 

began using LGBT initials

Many Acronym Variants
LGBT+, LGBTQQIAAP, LGBTQIA, GLBT, 

LGBTQ, QUILTBAG, GSM, DSG…

11924 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s Today

Where Did “LGBT” Come From?

While the LGBT community has been a hot topic over the past decade, Gender & Sexual Minorities have always been a part of 

American society. The attention garnered from media and politics may not always be positive, but this visibility is a crucial first 

step toward understanding and acceptance. 
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Nationwide:
• Separate studies show, on average, 3-4% of the U.S. adult population – about 

9-12 million people – identify as LGBT.[1]

• Florida ranks thirteenth among the states with the highest LGBT population at 4.1%, or 

around 860 thousand people.[2]

LGBT Demographics 

[1] Gallup,  http://www.gallup.com/poll/158066/special-report-adults-identify-lgbt.aspx (2012)
[1] Centers for Disease Control (CDC): http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nhsr/nhsr077.pdf (2014)
[2] The Williams Institute, Same-sex Couple & LGBTR Demographic Data Interactive. (May, 2016)

Florida MSA (MSA Rank) LGBT Population

Jacksonville (16) 4.3% / 62,328

Miami-Ft. Lauderdale – West Palm Beach (17) 4.2% / 227,248

Orlando-Kissimmee-Sanford (20) 4.1% / 100,092

Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater (21) 4.1% / 121,984

In Florida:

http://www.gallup.com/poll/158066/special-report-adults-identify-lgbt.aspx
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nhsr/nhsr077.pdf
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Transgender Demographics 

Gay/Lesbian

1.7%
Bisexual

1.8%

Trans*

0.3-0.6%

Total Workforce LGBT (3.8%) Gay & Lesbian (1.7%) Bisexual (1.8%) Trans* (0.3%)

12,346 469 209 222 37

[1]Flores, A.R., Herman, J.L., Gates, G.J., & Brown, T.N.T. (2016). How Many Adults Identify as Transgender in the U.S.?: The Williams Institute

Between 0.3%-0.6% of adults in the U.S. identify as transgender. 

This number has roughly doubled when compared to studies conducted a decade ago.

Florida ranks sixth highest among states with roughly 0.66% of our population who identify as 

transgender. That’s about 100,300 Floridians! [1]

Applying these same statistics at our companies…
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SO/GI – Employment, housing, & 

public accommodations

There is no Federal law that specifically protects transgender citizens from discrimination in employment, 

housing, healthcare, or adoption.

Transgender rights in the United States vary drastically from state to state, city to city, and even at the local county level.

U.S. Non-Discrimination Laws

SO/GI – Employment & housing

SO only – Public accommodations Because there is not a Federal non-

discrimination law protecting the transgender 

community, we feel it is even more imperative 

that companies enact strong non-discrimination 

policies and guidelines to support minority 

groups. 

Just 21 states have enacted laws to protect 

transgender citizens in the areas of 

employment, housing, and public 

accommodations. 
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D

F
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H

Almost all transgender Americans in 

the workforce report some form of 

mistreatment

Compared to 38% of the general 

population

4x higher than the general population

The unemployment rate is roughly 

double when compared to the 

national average

Unemployed 13%

Living on $10k a year or less 15%

No access to employer-sponsored health insurance 60%

Near universal mistreatment in the workplace 97%

With almost 28k respondents, the USTS is the 

largest survey ever devoted to the lives and 

experiences of trans* people

According to a large, national survey of transgender Americans[1]…

Employment Stats

[1] National Transgender Discrimination Survey, 2016. National Center for Transgender Equality; transequality.org
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Basic Principles to Understand

• Transgender is an umbrella term that describes people whose gender identity differs from 
the sex they were assigned at birth

• Gender identity is the innate, internal sense one feels about their own gender

• Traditionally, we’ve learned a ‘binary’ (male or female) system of gender

• People in the transgender community may describe themselves using one (or more) of a wide 
variety of terms

• Always use the term used by the person

GLAAD – Transgender FAQs https://www.glaad.org/transgender/transfaq

https://www.glaad.org/transgender/transfaq
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“With identity terms, trust the 

person who is using the term

and their definition of it above 

any dictionary.”
- Sam Killermann, TheSafeZoneProject.com
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LGBT+ Terminology

Gender Non-Conforming

Masculine / ButchSexual Orientation

Gay / Lesbian / Straight

Bisexual, Pansexual, Omnisexual, Asexual, Queer, 

Androsexual/Gynesexual/Skoliosexual…

Male / Female / Intersex

Gender Identity

Male / Female (Cisgender)

Sex

Gender Expression

Trans*

Sex Assigned at Birth (SAAB)

LGBT Terminology

Genderqueer, Agender, Gender Fluid, Bigender, Pangender, Gender 

Variant, Transman (FtM), Transwoman (MtF)… 

Feminine / Femme

Cross-Dressing, Metrosexual, Androgynous
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Masculine

We generally use pronouns that are consistent with a 

person’s gender expression. When we see masculinity 

on the outside, we say “He, Him, His.” 

Non-Gendered

In 2015, WaPo updated its Style Guide to include the 

singular “they”. Records show its use dates back to at 

least  the 14th century.

Feminine

While English lacks grammatical gender, the modern 

language uses a gendered pronominal system. 

Non-Gendered

Also in 2015, The University of Vermont & others 

made headlines when they began allowing students 

to file gender-neutral pronouns as official record. 

He, 
Him, 
His

She, 
Her, 
Hers

They, 
Them, 
Their

Ze, 
Zir, 
Zirs

All About Pronouns

It is courteous and respectful to ask, “What pronouns do you use?” (No, really… this is not an offensive question!)
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Terms to Avoid… 

•This is an outdated medical term for people born intersexHermaphrodite

•There is nothing abnormal about identifying as one gender or another (or none at all!)“Not normal” / abnormal

•There is little to no concrete evidence surrounding fetal development & being transgenderMal-developed / undeveloped

•The surgical procedure more politely referred to as “Gender Transition” or “Gender Confirmation”Sex change

•These questions are no one’s business except a person & their physicianInappropriate questions (Were you born a ____?)

•This diagnosis no longer exists, as being transgender itself is not a mental health conditionGender Identity Disorder

•Drag queens/kings are entertainers, many are transgender. Not all transgender people perform dragDrag Queen / King

•These are separate terms and should be avoided unless used by someone to describe themselvesTransvestite / Tranny

•A person’s identity is not defined by medical proceduresPre-op / Post-op

•Just like we aren’t gayed or lesbianed – and we don’t say ‘the gays’, we wouldn’t use these words for any reason Transgendered / Transgenders / Transgenderism

•Made-up epithets are more obviously incorrect, but also be sure to use pronouns in accordance with gender identity
Inappropriate pronouns (She-Male/He/She/It/Shim/He-

She)

ANY TERM THAT SOMEONE DOESN’T USE FOR THEMSELVES! 
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Gender
vs.

Sex

The body & brain are developing

at different times throughout

gestation. Hormone messengers

are released during these times at

varying degrees of potency and

with the potential for variation.

Being transgender is not 

pathological – it’s 

physiological

All humans start in the 

womb as the same “default 

sex”

In early stages of 

gestation, hormone 

messengers tell the body 

which physical sex organs 

to develop

Later, the body develops 

neurological attributes –

like personality

Physical sex attributes are 

observable within the 

DNA, but scientists have 

not found gender

determinants in the human 

genome

The more we understand the science of gender development, the more we realize we didn’t understand!

The Result: A widely varying

continuum of gender and sex.

Where do you fit?

Sexual Identity & the Brain
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The Continuum

Sexual Orientation

Attracted to Women Attracted to both/none Attracted to Men

Gender Expression

Masculine Androgynous Feminine

Gender Identity

Man/Boy Trans*/Genderqueer, etc. Woman/Girl

Sex (Assigned at Birth)

Male Intersex Female

What happens 

when someone 

is forced to live 

a life that is not 

genuine? 
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What is Gender Dysphoria? 

dys·phor·i·a

/dis’fôrēə/ 
(noun) A state of unease or generalized dissatisfaction with life. 

Greek: δύσφορος 

(dusphoros)

δυσ-, difficult; 

φέρειν, to bear 

= “Hard to Bear”

Opposite of “euphoria”

• While “Gender Identity Disorder” was listed by the ICD-10 CM (F64.9, F64.8), it was reclassified by the DSM-5 as Gender 

Dysphoria. It shifted the emphasis in treatment from fixing a disorder, to resolving distress over the mismatch of identity and 

body. 

• The American Psychiatric Association (publishers of the DSM-5) have stated, “Gender nonconformity is not in itself a mental 

disorder. The critical element of gender dysphoria is the presence of clinically significant distress associated with the 

condition.” 

• Treatment may include psychotherapy to integrate feelings, a change in gender presentation, or medical treatment options 

through hormone therapy and/or surgery. With a multi-disciplinary approach, medical providers offer support much like any 

other patient needing body-altering surgeries to resolve distress, such as bariatric surgery or organ transplants.  
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Developing Guidelines How & why we developed Gender 

Transition Guidelines at Florida Blue
03
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Gender Transition Guidelines Overview

In 2016, Florida Blue implemented Gender Transition 

Guidelines to support employees who are transitioning 

as well as their teams and leaders. The guidelines serve 

as an exhaustive reference for Managers, Employee 

Relations staff, employees in transition, and their teams.  



J

F

Respect &

Confidentiality

Roles & 

Responsibilities

Resources &

Education
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What we see What we know What we hear What we feel

Gender and sexual diversity is all 

around us and increasingly visible.

Our workforce is 

changing

And job hunters look for 

companies that support their 

needs and values.

Employees need to 

feel supported
Managers, HR Staff, and even 

frontline employees want to know 

our official stance and policy

To best support an employee in 

transition and to make the process 

seamless, we need to prepare

Not if, but when

Gender Transition Guidelines were an obvious response to an ever-changing and increasingly diverse workforce.  

Why Guidelines?

Our workforce 

wants to know
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“A business that includes 

‘gender identity’ in its non-

discrimination policy should be 

prepared to manage a gender 

transition.”
- Human Rights Campaign (HRC) on the topic of Gender Transition Guidelines
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Our guidelines and education have been reviewed by internal groups and committees as well as community resources with whom 

we’ve formed partnerships. But it wasn’t enough to just publish a document – we had to raise awareness! 

“Transgender 101” is Florida Blue’s D&I workshop for Managers and HR Professionals. 

Developing Guidelines & Education

We drew on a number of resources to develop guidelines that are modern, informed, and comprehensive.

A Constant Work in Progress
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01 02 03
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Purpose Related HR 

Policies

Rights & 

Responsibilities

Confidentiality, 

Privacy, & 

Respectful 

Disclosure

Education, 

Terminology 

& FAQs

Additional 

Resources

Our guidelines are divided into 

three separate sections: 

1. For Employees & Immediate Colleagues

2. For Managers, and

3. For HR & ER Staff

Our guidelines are a consistent, yet flexible framework that provide employees with a guide to navigate the transition process at work 

Putting It All Together

Sample Transition 

Plan

04

Topics included in the guidelines…
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Gender Transition Guidelines Process 

Employee reads 

information on Employee 

Experience site or talks to 

their Manager.

Manager or 

employee contacts 

ER.

ER sets consultation 

meeting.

ER conducts consultation 

meeting with employee 

and develops gender

transition plan, if needed. 

Transition plan is 

signed by 

employee, ER rep, 

and Manager

Leadership ensures 

changes are made 

on the dates set 

forth in the plan

ER stays abreast of 

employee’s transition 

and environment.

Regular check-ins (30, 

60, 90 days) show 

continued support 

and follow-through 

on commitments. 

ER uses a survey or 

checklist for 

consistent follow-

up.

Our guidelines include a sample transition plan with options for communication, roles and responsibilities, and effective dates of changes to name and 

pronouns. It also lays out the technical process within our company for such changes within our systems. 
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Foundational Expectations

• Our Gender Transition Guidelines contain all of the specifics that HR & ER staff need to 
know (Name changes, Identity Documents, Restroom Access, etc.…)

• Regardless of an individual’s Sex Assigned at Birth or other legal documents, address 
them by the name and pronoun they use. 

• Employees should use restroom facilities in accordance with their Gender Identity. 
Coworkers uncomfortable with the transgender employee’s use of the facilities may seek 
a separate restroom. 

• Privacy is of utmost importance! Never assume that an employee’s transgender status 
may be shared with others unless specifically stated. 
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“Transgender 101”04
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Designing Transgender 101

Guidelines

Awareness

EducationFeedback

Revision
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We’ve compiled media to help get the 

conversation started and put attendees in 

the right frame of mind. 

Materials include video media, pre-read, and 

a short quiz about gender stereotypes.

It all started with guidelines, then a discussion, and now we’ve formalized ‘Transgender 101’ as a D&I workshop 

based on the feedback we received. Sections of our training include:  

During our workshop, we review 

transgender demographics & statistics, our 

state & local laws, gender & sexual 

development, how to be an ally, and we 

include role plays for attendees. 

We also invite guest speakers – transgender 

members of our community – to share 

personal experiences. 

Since we’ve used a number of resources to 

develop the workshop, we provide all of 

those to our attendees. Resources include 

internal guidelines & policy, printed 

handouts with FAQs, links to studies & 

scholarly articles, and information about 

local advocacy groups who help our 

community. 

‘Transgender 101’ is our workshop for Manager and HR staff to provide them with the education and tools they need to work with diverse teams. 

‘ Transgender 101’ Content

The Pre-Work The Class More Resources
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Core Lessons of ‘Transgender 101’

• Make transgender and transitioning employees feel 

welcome – Just like any other teammate 

• Use correct references to name or pronoun of the 

person’s gender. (A non-intrusive way to find out more 

about a person is to introduce yourself, state which 

pronouns you prefer, and ask everyone else to do the 

same. OR just respectfully ask their name and which 

pronouns you should use.)  

• Refrain from asking any inappropriate questions or 

making inappropriate remarks about their transition, 

hormones, surgery, their sexual orientation, their body, 

etc.

• Respect employee privacy and confidentiality.

• If you have questions, a good way to ask is "Would it 

be okay if I asked you about (blank) sometime?“

• Do not use a transgender person's birth name or 

pronouns when referring to them

• It is disrespectful to refer to someone by the wrong 

pronoun once you have established what they use.

• Don’t ask what someone’s “real” name is. It implies the 

name they use is not real. 

• Don’t make assumptions about a person’s sexuality 

or gender. Not everyone’s appearance or behavior 

plays to stereotypes. 

• Don’t provide unsolicited “advice” on grooming and 

dress. This can feel demeaning. 

• Don’t “out” transgender colleagues or assume 

everyone is aware of a co-worker’s transgender status. 

The decision to disclose is the employee’s alone. 

• Remember that trans people are not walking 

encyclopedias of transgender knowledge.  Each 

experience is different, each person deals with it 

differently, and makes different choices.

• Intervene when others behave inappropriately 

towards or make inappropriate remarks about a 

transgender person.  

✓ Let your colleagues know that you won’t tolerate 

even subtle forms of discrimination or harassment 

in the workplace. 

• Join our Employee Resource Group

• Learn about gender identity, gender expression, and 

gender transition. 
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Through their 

eyes

How employees 

feel

What we’ve 

heard

RESULTS & RECEPTION05
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Measuring our Success
Part of the way we measure our impact is through the

feedback we receive from workshop attendees as well as

positive changes to our company’s policies, processes, &

work environments.

▪ Our buildings were recently renovated to include non-gendered,

single occupancy accessible restroom facilities

▪ Through our Employee Resource Group, employees are able to

contact us with questions or for support both in the workplace and

for personal matters

▪ At the end of each class, a survey is sent to all attendees for feedback

and to ask further questions, if any remain

Our Brand team consulted us for best 

practices to include gender & sexual 

minorities in their consumer survey

Our annual employee survey now 

includes diverse options for self-

identification

Our LGBT ERG hosted an employee 

discussion forum on the topic of gender 

identity & expression

Sherri Mikell, VP Member Provider 

Services held an all-leader ‘Transgender 

101’ workshop. 

Employees have felt supported enough 

to disclose their own transgender 

identities

1

2

3

4

5
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G

“[Our guest presenter] helped provide perspective on the challenges faced by individuals as 

they move through their life and transition” 

Our Mangers & HR Staff want to use correct terminology, and this workshop provides them 

with an overview of common terms & definitions 

“The pronouns were new for me and knowing what terms to avoid. This was helpful in making 

sure you use language that is respectful and courteous”

“The medical science was an eye opener for me. It took away the ‘assumptions’ and was 

replaced with education.” 

1

2

3

4

Overall, the feedback we have received has been very positive. Managers want to know how to best support their team 

members, and our HR staff are always finding ways to do things better as a result of what they’ve learned.  

⚧

& ☤

A brief overview of what attendees of our ‘Transgender 101’ workshop have to say about the education in their post-class surveys

And the Survey Says…
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A simple list of resources from which we’ve 

drawn inspiration, information, and advice.  

ADDITIONAL 
RESOURCES

06
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Resources

Bisexual Resource Center  http://www.biresource.net/

Equality Florida  http://www.eqfl.org/

GLAAD  http://www.glaad.org/

Human Rights Campaign  http://www.hrc.org/

The National LGBT Health Education Center  http://www.lgbthealtheducation.org/

National Center for Transgender Equality  http://www.transequality.org/

SHRM Supporting Transgender Employees https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/0915-transgender-employees.aspx

Lambda Legal: Know Your Rights https://www.lambdalegal.org/know-your-rights/article/trans-identity-documents

Transgender Rights Toolkit https://www.lambdalegal.org/publications/trans-toolkit

Transgender Law Center https://transgenderlawcenter.org/

Employing Transgender Workers https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/toolkits/pages/employingtransgenderworkers.aspx

A Guide to Restroom Access for Transgender Workers https://www.dol.gov/asp/policy-development/TransgenderBathroomAccessBestPractices.pdf

Out & Equal Workplace Advocates http://outandequal.org/

PFLAG  http://community.pflag.org/Page.aspx?pid=194&srcid=-2

Straight for Equality  http://www.straightforequality.org/

Transgender Americans: A Handbook for Understanding http://www.ithaca.edu/sacl/lgbt/docs/basicresources/understandingtrans.pdf

Transgender 101 | Thursday, November 01, 2018
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https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/toolkits/pages/employingtransgenderworkers.aspx
https://www.dol.gov/asp/policy-development/TransgenderBathroomAccessBestPractices.pdf
http://outandequal.org/
http://community.pflag.org/Page.aspx?pid=194&srcid=-2
http://www.straightforequality.org/
http://www.ithaca.edu/sacl/lgbt/docs/basicresources/understandingtrans.pdf
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Resources Cont’d…

Questionable Questions About Transgender Identity http://www.transequality.org/sites/default/files/docs/resources/QuestionableQuestions.pdf

FAQs About Transgender People http://www.transequality.org/sites/default/files/docs/resources/Understanding-Trans-Full-July-2016_0.pdf

FAQs for Transgender Job Seekers https://www.ou.edu/career/pdfs/FAQtransjobseekers.pdf

Sam Killermann’s “uncopywrited” diversity materials http://itspronouncedmetrosexual.com

Trans PULSE Project - http://transpulseproject.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Impacts-of-Strong-Parental-Support-for-Trans-Youth-vFINAL.pdf

Tips for Working with Transgender Coworkers http://transgenderlawcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/01.28.2016-forcoworkers.pdf&hl=en_US

Transgender 101: A Guide to Gender and Identity http://www.trans.cafe/posts/2016/9/5/transgender-101-a-guide-to-gender-and-identity-to-help-you-keep-up-with-the-

conversation

5 Keys to Creating A Trans-Inclusive Workplace http://www.trans.cafe/posts/2016/8/15/5-keys-to-creating-a-trans-inclusive-workplace

3 Things Every HR Professional Should Know About Transgender Employees http://www.trans.cafe/posts/2016/11/28/3-things-every-hr-professional-should-know-about-

transgender-employees

How companies accommodate transgender employees — and their colleagues http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-transgender-workplace-0110-biz-20160109-

story.html

5 Accidentally Transphobic Phrases Allies Use – And What to Say Instead http://mashable.com/2015/10/18/transgender-ally-words/#NdfklelrIsq6

Transgender 101 | Thursday, November 01, 2018

http://www.transequality.org/sites/default/files/docs/resources/QuestionableQuestions.pdf
http://www.transequality.org/sites/default/files/docs/resources/Understanding-Trans-Full-July-2016_0.pdf
https://www.ou.edu/career/pdfs/FAQtransjobseekers.pdf
http://itspronouncedmetrosexual.com/
http://transpulseproject.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Impacts-of-Strong-Parental-Support-for-Trans-Youth-vFINAL.pdf
https://docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=http://transgenderlawcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/01.28.2016-forcoworkers.pdf&hl=en_US
http://www.trans.cafe/posts/2016/8/15/5-keys-to-creating-a-trans-inclusive-workplace
http://www.trans.cafe/posts/2016/11/28/3-things-every-hr-professional-should-know-about-transgender-employees
http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-transgender-workplace-0110-biz-20160109-story.html
http://mashable.com/2015/10/18/transgender-ally-words/
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Presenters:

Ang Pracher

Jason Zellers

Telephone:

(904) 905-4338

(904) 905-0542

Email:

Angela.Pracher@floridablue.com

Jason.Zellers@floridablue.com

Contact Information

Careers:

www.floridablue.com

Employee Resource Group:

Respect –

RespectBOD@bcbsfl.com

mailto:Angela.Pracher@floridablue.com
mailto:Jason.Zellers@floridablue.com
http://www.floridablue.com/
mailto:RespectBOD@bcbsfl.com
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THANK YOU

☺

Please don’t forget to rate this workshop via the Workplace Summit app! Your feedback is appreciated! 
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